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Message from the Chairman:

Dear Members,

“A big thank you for all the support concerning the Hut rent negotiations. Along with
many members the committee made a submission and we await feed back from the
council . We will keep you informed via the newsletter and email.
Thanks again for your continuing support.”

Tony Pizzoferro
LHS Chairman

The Hut
Cedar Tree Grove, Lakeview Road, off Knight’s Hill, Norwood  SE27 0QE

 We are open every Sunday morning from 10 till 12.

We have many lovely bedding plants plus herbs and vegetable seedlings for sale.
Our BRING & BUY EVENT will be at the Hut from Sunday 23 May and the following weekend (s).
We also still have various lilies, Begonias and other lovely summer flowering bulbs on offer.
Onion and Shalott sets plus some straggly potatoes are still waiting for a loving home too.
STRULCH the Mulch get it before stocks run out!

National Gardens Scheme
Lambeth Hort Soc member David Whyte is opening his garden for the first time as part of the
National Gardens Scheme.

The garden at 28 Ferndene Road, Herne Hill, SE24 0AB, will be open on July 4th from 1.00pm ‘til
5.00pm. Full details are in the NGS booklet and online but for a taste of what to expect here is the
NGS description;

'It's all about structure and careful planting in this dramatically sloping S.S.E. facing garden, 30m
long widening to 18m at the rear. A lively blend of perennials and shrubs show definite Kiwi influ-
ences. The kitchen garden with raised beds and soft fruits is wonderfully secluded. Lower level

planting has a coastal feel. Upper level has a 'hot colour' border. Borrowed views of mature trees
and big skies set it off'

The front cover shows a picture of the entrance to the Community Garden of the Agnes Riley
(Memorial) Gardens,a small park in Lambeth. The land was bequeathed by Mr Riley who once

lived in Oakfield House, one of a number of the large houses which once stood in this area. It con-
tains an ornamental pond with large rocks for children to climb, a playground, one o’clock club,
games courts and a large grassed area as well as a few trees and shrubs. The north west area
contains a poly tunnel and plots for local residents. The Friends in league with ‘Urban Canopy’

have launched a growing project dispensing free seeds and everything needed to get more local
people involved in grow your own. I planted mine, (totally busman’s holiday, but couldn’t resist)

and look forward to meeting others on their busy Sunday mornings.

The Editor
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Online Spring Show 2021
We had a bumper crop of entries for the show
this year, thank you to everyone that entered!

Votes were made by the public and the winners
are shown against each class below.

Class 1: One pot plant
WINNER:  Entry 12, Ian Sesnan

Class 2: Three stems of one kind of flower
WINNER:  Entry 2, Petra Dark

Class 3: Mixed flowers in a vase
WINNER:  Entry 1, Annie James

Class 4: One cactus or one succulent
WINNER:  Entry 1, Rie Suzuki

Class 5: Plant or plants growing in situ
WINNER:  Entry 2, Rie Suzuki
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Class 6: An item of handicraft, painting or
drawing

WINNER:  Entry 1, Rie Suzuki

Class 7: One photo of an animal or wildlife
WINNER:  Entry 3, Rie Suzuki

Class 8: One photo of any subject
WINNER:  Entry 3, Petra Dark

Class 9: A flower arrangement

WINNER:  Entry 3, Marion Prideaux

Class 10: Three bagels

WINNER:  Entry 3, J Kirby Jones

A craft entry:
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Shade gardening in a tiny garden

I've lived in my ground floor 1970 ex council flat
for thirty years.  The garden is tiny and nearly
square - 18 by 20 feet. It is two thirds soil -
mainly on the shady side.  The rest is basic pa-
tio paving, and I've covered that part with sun
lovers - bottle brush and ceratostigma plants in
tubs, clematis, salvias, bedding plants, alpines
and so on.
The soil was un-reconstituted clay and builders'
rubble and I've since then added loads of my
own compost to greatly improve it.
The biggest problem has been the shady half;
quite a lot of shade is inevitable in a small
walled courtyard garden, but also of course
quite a lot has been self-inflicted - as I happily
filled my new garden with shrubs and small
trees to try to create the woodland look I love, I
also created a lot of extra shade.
I also had very little idea initially of placing
plants in the appropriate situation for their
needs- I remember planting a poor lavender in a
deeply shaded corner, thinking it would brighten
things up!
The following are plants which have worked for
me, after a lot of trial and error.

Trees

It was important not to have disproportionately
tall trees in a small garden, or which blocked out
too much light.. .... After a lot of research, I set-
tled on three deciduous ones ; a sambucus  ni-
gra for the sunny side (which does horrifyingly
well) and a multi stemmed amelanchier and
a fastigiate rowan called "Autumn Spire" for the
dappled shade area. Neither of these should
exceed 10 - 13 feet in height and ticked all the
boxes in terms of autumn and spring colour,
flowers, berries, interest to wildlife etc.
I also have a few Japanese maples, mainly in
pots, which have a beautiful miniature tree
shape as well as interesting leaves. The dissec-
tum varieties are very shade tolerant; in light
which is too bright the leaves seem to look
scorched by the end of the summer.

The boundary walls

The traditional ivy - variegated and woodland -
has done well, and in the shadiest corner, for
variety, I put a hydrangea petiolaris which flow-
ers poorly in such deep shade but provides a bit
of variety and self-clings.

Shrubs for shade

In the deepest shade, at the back, I've relied on
the old stalwarts - pyracanthas, aucuba, kerria,
and a couple of fatsia japonicas which I love -
always fresh and green, large glossy almost
tropical looking leaves (a welcome contrast to
my many tiny leaved plants), quirky white
blooms, and very pruneable to size.
Where the shade is more dappled I've been
able to be more adventurous, and here's a list of
shrubs which have done well, some of them not
so well known;-
 - clerodendrum bungeii. This  tall deciduous
shrub grows upwards out of shade into light,
has almost heart shaped bronze green leaves,
and heads of pink flowers towards the end of
summer. It's not very common but well worth
sourcing.
  - symphocarpus. I like the smaller version
which is a good filler in light shade, has arched
stems and little mauve berries.
 - hypericums are well known, but the "Magical"
series is a good size for a small garden. as well
as tolerating light shade it blooms all summer,
and has bright jewel like berries.
 - all the fuchsias enjoy a bit of shade. My fa-
vourite is "Genii", it has a magical woodland
look and the lime green leaves are bright with-
out being garish in shade.
 - leycesteria formosa  similarly  has pendulous
flowers like burgundy coloured earrings and a
soft woodland look.
 - sorbaria "Sem" looks like like an exquisite
small tree, only about 4 feet high, with amazing
coral/lime coloured new leaves in spring fol-
lowed by plumes of white flowers.
 - for architectural interest I have a dwarf Chu-
san palm,  looks stunning, easy and evergreen
but EXTREMELY spiky. it is contained in a pot
and will not be allowed to escape!!
 - mahonias are well known as shade lovers,
and this year I'm experimenting with a slightly
different form -  mahonia "Cabaret" - it has mar-
malade orange flowers. It's only a baby recently
arrived via mail order but should be fast growing
and make a change from the very large number
of yellow flowers in the garden in spring.
 - finally, I read on an RHS site that lonicera nit-
ida "Baggesen's Gold" is good in deep shade. I
find this amazing and think it will be an interest-
ing experiment to try growing it in shade some
time; apparently the leaves are a less bright
gold, but it is useable in a dark space.
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Clerodendrum bungeii - Glory Flower

Perennials

Be warned, I've discovered the hard way that
many perennials from garden centres labelled
"sun or semi shade" in fact fail to thrive out of
full sun, ending up leaning towards the light and
flowering poorly. But the following have done
well for me in an area which has good light but
only soft sun during or towards the end of the
afternoon.
 - my favourites are the persicaria family, from a
1ft. high front of the border one with salmon
flowers, to taller ones with dark orange flowers,
and a tall one called "Red Dragon" with purple
leaves and cream flowers. They have a very
long flowering season and ampexicaulis at least
keeps its stems into the winter.
 - astilbes
 - heucheras keep their bright colours quite well
in soft light
 - perennial lobelias have strong bright colours,
and in some cases purple leaves
  - the many   herbaceous geraniums are a
standby for shade - my favourite is "Rozanne",
the flowers are a luminous purple - blue and it is
till flowering in November as I write this. It is
best near the front of the border as it does tend
to sprawl.
 Here are some surprise successes:-
 - salvia "Hotlips"copes well with a bit of shade,
and also blooms for months. Large crocosmias,
especially "Lucifer" also are surprisingly toler-
ant, and on a smaller scale, the little golden
feverfew with daisy like flowers can survive any-
where.
I never use hostas though....I've tried them a
few times but even the supposed slug resistant
kinds end up like lace by whatever means, fair
or foul, I've used to try to minimise the damage.

Ferns

Ferns are perfect to add a bit of magic to a
shady area, my favourites are the Japanese

painted fern, with silvery leaves, and the Au-
tumn fern (dryopteris erythrosa) ) which is ever-
green with bronze coloured new foliage. The
evergreen hart's tongue fern with strapl ike
leaves can survive any dry shade.

Grasses

Because my garden is small, although I love
grasses for their informal, relaxed
hedgerow look, they have to be evergreen - no
dead-looking tufts over winter!
My favourites are Bowles' golden grass, also the
little black grass, ophiopogon, which survives
any shade and looks amazing with the tiny pink
cyclamen hederifolium coming up through it. I
also have carex "Evergold" - a small variegated,
very reliable carex.

Ground cover for shade

To introduce colour into shady areas, I find the
following really useful:-
  - the silver leaved ornamental nettle
"archangel" cheerfully roots along the ground in
the deepest shade, evergreen, with a soft yellow
flower.
 - houttuynia likewise pops up in different plac-
es  and has green red and cream leaves.
 - I have purple ajugas and more recently dis-
covered a "giant" one - "Catlin'sGiant", which is
striking.
Euonymus "Silver Queen" - I have it either side
of a shady path leading to the compost heap,
where it is light and bright in virtually no sun.
 And at the front of shade borders I have helxine
(mind your own business) and also sweet wood-
ruff and campanula poscharskyana, both of
which have delicate flowers in spring.

Yellow dead-nettle

Bedding plants

There aren't many bedding plants for shade, but
busy lizzies are always reliable, they just grow
taller.
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This year I experimented with bedding lobelia
"Cambridge Blue" and pastel coloured small
leaved and flowered bedding begonias, after an
internet research. The results in both cases were
great! They gently flowered all summer and had
almost a wildflower/forest floor look, adding col-
our to quiet places in a very natural way.

So, hopefully I've given you a few ideas of plants
which can fill that difficult shady area, but are
also interesting and surprisingly colourful! ...and
an added bonus is that none of the plants I've
mentioned need staking.

Sheila Gijsen

Wonderful weeds
A walk on Tooting Common

led by Roy Vickery
President of the South London Botanical Institute

On a sunny morning in mid April a few of us wild-
flower enthusiasts went for an informative amble
on Tooting common. Meeting at the San Remo
cafe, the most obvious sight were the bluebells
which here are hybrids with the Spanish cousin.
In their midst were cleavers Galium aparine aka
sticky willy or goosegrass, the plant with the fine
Velcro hooks on stems and leaves. Geese and
turkeys are partial to it, and being of the coffee
family its fruits can be similarly dried and roasted.
As we were to be reminded in the course of the
walk, every plant has a story attached to it; how it
got there, its uses, its folk law or medicinal bene-
fits. Or maybe just its decorative qualities, such
as the attractive swathe of yellow archangel, Lal-
ium galeobdolon. A deadnettle which doesn’t
sting; a garden escapee here given free rein be-
yond the fence. The unruly brambles were
fronted by the familiar cow parsley Anthriscus
sylvestris while a few exotic looking spurges
splashed into the foreground, reputedly given a
width berth by moles. A single Chilean potato
vine stood alone while down on the ground a bit
of chickweed, usually found on rich soil, which I
can attest to, and a 3 cornered garlic, Allium tri-
quetrum, so called because of its triangular stem.
Moving on were white dead nettles with their
dense whorls of white hooded flowers along the
stem and pretty deeply toothed heart-shaped
leaves. A patch of poison hemlock provided the
opportunity to compare it to the nearby cow pars-
ley. It has brighter green leaves which are more
finely toothed. As the season progresses they will

also grow taller, with purple blotches on the
stems and flowering into July. Next along was a
sow thistle, with more than a passing resem-
blance to a dandelion and good fodder for rab-
bits.

Striding on, you come across a fine black brick
wall on Dr Johnsons Avenue, (the only street in
Britain so called, though I couldn’t find out why)
which is a snug habitat for lichens, of which
around 70 species exist; here can be found
pearlwort, shepherds purse and wall rue, the
latter a tiny fern to be found in limestone crags
and wall crevices. Back across the common the
hawthorn was coming back to life, as was the
elder, a cure for fever and strengthening the im-
mune system. Patches of Californian brome,
Bromus carninatus fringed the woody area in the
corner between Elmbourne road and Tooting
Bec road. A native to western North America,
stretching from Alaska to Mexico, it was brought
in as animal fodder but failed as being too inva-
sive. In this shady area appears Arum italicum
subsp. neglectum, a rhizomatous perennial aka
Italian Lords and Ladies, or Cuckoo pint. In the
C16th the roots of Arums were dried and pow-
dered to produce Portland sago, a white starch
used to stiffen the collars and ruffles fashionable
of the time. Next to this Malva sylvestris, of the
Malvaceae family which includes okra, the cot-
ton plant, marshmallows, hollyhocks, and hibis-
cus, and produces edible ‘nutty’ seed pods.
Neighbouring Greek dock, Rumex cristatus
which can grow far beyond a metre high has
spread  over from North London, in amongst
which stands burnet rose Rose pimpinellifolia a
native of upright habit with the promise of  5 pet-
alled cream white flowers and most notably
globular black hips.

The boardwalk here is a remnant of what once
edged the boating pond which morphed into an
ecology pond and is now a dried up curiosity.
Walking along the verge bordering Tooting Bec
road we pass Plantago major Greater plantain,
‘white man’s footsteps’, found on disturbed
ground, and the tiny stagshorn plantain with its
distinctive leaves resembling a deer’s antlers,
spreading away from the road. Ahead is a clus-
ter of trees with the familiar Quercus rober. It is
a surprise to learn that the majority of Oaks are
evergreen. Amongst these are Manna Ash con-
spicuously grafted onto Common Ash which
grows better in the cool climate.
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We pass Mugwort Artemisia vulgaris and Greater
Celandine Chelidonium majus The first can be
smoked, the latter provides a yellow sap (of the
poppy family) effective if applied on warts. We
also pass red deadnettle, Lamium purpureum,
the upper leaves becoming a deep purply red
when exposed to sun. Completing the circle we
walk down what was once ‘Chestnut Avenue’
now known as ‘The Avenue’ the Horse chestnuts
having been replaced 4 years ago by 64 small
leaved limes Tilia cordata. Causing understanda-
ble uproar at the time it was judged they were in
decline and liable to become a hazard. At the far
end is a single Mongolian lime, Tilia mongolica.
And so back to the cafe.

Similar but different

The Maritime Pine
Pinus pinaster
A native of southern Europe, extensively
planted on the south and westerly coasts of
Britain, where its crown is shaped by the pre-
vailing winds. The stalkless cones cluster star-
like (hence the name) around branches and
remain in place for several years. Quickly
growing, at up to 35 metres high, on older trees

the lower part of the trunk is entirely bereft of
branches while higher up project stumps of
dead branches, making it resemble stone
pine, except that the crown doesn’t spread so
widely. The bark is dark, purplish even, and
deeply fissured into small plates unlike the
light brown long flat plates of the stone pine,
or with the warm red hints of the Scots pine.
Vast expanses of sand dunes in the South of
France have been stabilized in centuries past
by the binding action of the roots of Maritime
pines, fostered by fence hurdles and yellow
broom. In the district of Landes the resin is still
used to make turpentine and rosin.

The Stone Pine Pinus pinea
Distinctive for its broad, flat crown above a tall,
bare trunk, its upper branches radiate upwards
like umbrella ribs. Their nutty seeds are a deli-
cacy, therefore its natural range has been ob-
scured by its extensive cultivation. Light brown
bark fissured into long, flat plates it reaches up
to 25 metres preferring mildly acidic sandy soils
inland.

Scots Pine Pinus sylvestris
Another giant capable of reaching 35 metres; a
native this one. On mature trees its most dis-
tinctive feature is its long bare straight trunk of
papery orangey brown bark topped by a round-
ish crown of foliage of short blue green nee-
dles. Found where other trees struggle to thrive
such as rocky outcrops and sandy acidic soils.

Stone Pine
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Did you know that Lambeth Council doesn’t col-
lect any kitchen waste from its housing estates?
As a result, kitchen waste gets mixed up with
general waste and then gets trucked out of Lon-
don to be incinerated.  The cost of managing
this mixed waste is more than double the cost of
managing the separated out kitchen and garden
waste. As there are over 63,000 households on
our Council estates that is a huge waste of
money and energy - as well as the loss of a
much needed resource for our London gardens.

So what are we doing about it at IEL? Apart from
partnering with MakeSoil.org, we are currently
working with six estates to look at how their
green spaces are managed for biodiversity and
food growing. With our support, each estate is
being encouraged to set up a community com-
posting scheme.

We would love to encourage you to ‘make soil’
too! As part of our Lambeth Food Stories series,
we recently held a webinar ‘Make Soil - the case
for community composting’ - we invited experts
from around the country (and in Lambeth) to tell
us about their community composting endeav-
ours. We’d recommend taking a look - we hope
you will find this a great way to find out more
about the different ways that people are manag-
ing their composting! You can listen again by
heading to our youtube channel.

 http://www.incredibleediblelambeth.org/

One of the most important aspects of gardening is
making good compost; for all sorts of reasons,
however, so many of us neglect this. Making
good compost is, of course, difficult if you live in a
flat or have a tiny garden, but there are options
for every sized living space! A wormery is always
worth finding room for - the ‘worm juice’ that is
produced is a great fertiliser for plants. Or for an
even smaller space, take a look at the Japanese
bokashi composting, which can sit in a kitchen (it
has no odour), works anaerobically and breaks
down in two to three weeks.

At Incredible Edible Lambeth, we are a little ob-
sessed with soil at the moment - maybe it’s be-
cause the world is finally recognising how badly
we have treated it and how precious it is for our
very existence. Our London soils are depleted of
nutrients and we must do all we can to feed them.
We’re especially interested in encouraging com-
munity composting on Lambeth estates and have
paired up with MakeSoil.org to invite our mem-
bers to become ‘soil sites’. This means that they
set up a composting system and, on particular
days, will accept kitchen waste from their neigh-
bours. In Lambeth, we have seven sites already
operating - perhaps you’d like to become one? It’s
easy to register (and free!) - you simply state
what you will and won’t receive and what days
you will receive kitchen waste from your neigh-
bourhood. If you’re involved with a community
garden, it’s a great way of creating better soil,
meeting your neighbours and building interest in
your garden. Yes, it does need a bit of manage-
ment and some willing volunteers, but we think
you’ll find it worth it.
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A timely reminder!

Bob's article on 'Old Seeds' (Issue 100) reminded me it was time to sow my chilli seeds.  Three
years ago, when bemoaning the fact with Bob that two chilli seeds I had been given - planted in
seed compost - were still not visible after a month, he told me of the transparent plastic box
method. I removed the pot from the airing cupboard (where I had been advised to put it!), found
the seeds and followed Bob's directions.  Placed on my south-facing kitchen windowsill, they ger-
minated within a week and the harvest was good.  I have never looked back.  Thank you Bob.

The Beast from the East came and went, leaving its mark on my balcony where I keep various
containers for rainwater for my house plants.  I had noticed about 2" of thick ice at the top of a
glass jug one evening when I drew the curtains.  The following morning the jug was still standing
but the freezing temperatures had caused the jug to burst, with large chunks of glass nearby.
Most of the plants were unperturbed, however, and continue flowering, including Felicia which has
been flowering since before Christmas.  Its ancestor was bought at the Chairman's 'Open Garden'
15 years ago.  Value for money indeed.

Brenda Wheeler

The next garden talk on Zoom will be at 8pm on Wednesday June 2nd. The talk by Gareth
Manning is entitled ' A Tour Of West Green House Gardens '.

Looking for new Website administrators
Our current website administrators Sarah and Nick have moved out of London and
we would like to thank them for their help, support and assistance they have given

us running our website. We wish them all the very best for the future.
We are therefore looking for someone who might be able to take this role on.

There are two main jobs:

1. Updating the website. This uses a template tool called 'Wordpress'. To up-
date and add pages you just need to log-in to the Wordpress website and
put in the updates you want to appear. Mainly this is to keep the events and
flower shows pages up to date.

2. Sending out e-mail updates to members. We normally try and send updates
to members every month or two with reminders about events, shows etc. To
do this we use an online tool called 'Mailchimp'. This also uses templates
for the content.

There is nothing too technical and it all uses online tools so you don't need any spe-
cific software or a powerful computer. Ideally, you'd attend some of the monthly LHS
committee meetings.

If you'd be interested in doing this job or want to find out more please e-
mail: webmaster@lambethhorticulturalsociety.org.uk
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A Word from the Hut

Have hRootgrow is a mycorrhizal fungi preparation to
help plants grow a secondary, extended root
system, which enables the plants to establish
healthy growth and have fewer deaths and dis-
asters as a result of being thus supported.
Fungus is naturally already present in the sub-
strate composition. If it were mostly missing as it
is in such places as the Falkland Islands, you
would notice that not many plants would be able
to grow and would not thrive or sadly simply
perish.

At repotting and planting out time allow the plant
to be submerged in lukewarm water until it is
refreshed and turgid.
Prepare the ground for planting in the usual
manner loosening compacted earth. Remove
any weeds if present. If dry, you may need to
water, ideally some time before working the
earth. Mix in some well rotted organic matter
from your compost bin if you have one. It is very
lovely, a golden brown moist goodness full of
microorganisms and nutritious elements, ready
to party with some roots. Add preferably a or-
ganic fertiliser. Seaweed is great. Blood fish &
bone. Rotted farmyard manure is also very
good, depending on what the plant likes/is aller-
gic to... .

Remove the plant from the water, allow to drain.
Then tap it out of the current pot, catching it by
holding it upside down with one hand over the
base of the plant and the earth it sits in., the
other hand holding the pot and tapping the top
edge gently against a old wooden surface or
similar non damaging item. Remove the pot.
Inspect the now visible emerged root system.
Very gently if possible and or necessary, tease
out compacted outside roots with a pointed eat-
ing fork.
Ideally you will have some Rootgrow ready in a
glass jar for ease of application. Sprinkle some
Rootgrow directly onto the plants visible roots,
turning the plant as you sprinkle, allowing the
fungi to ‘decorate’ all around and below the
plant. Firm the product to the roots if it looks a
bit loose. Sprinkle some Rootgrow in the
prepared hole in the garden (or in a larger pot in
which you will have placed some of your com-
post mixture). Pour water in the hole. Now plant
the plant, adding your good fertile compost mix-
ture, making sure the new planting height is at
the same level as in the previous pot.

Have a go yourself if you’re so inclined. If you’re
not sure what to do, then please see us at our
lovely LHS HUT, where we have Rootgrow in
stock. Small or larger amounts are available on
demand.

If you have lots of bare rooted trees and shrubs
needing to be planted, ideally during autumn
and winter — you can get the powdery from of
Rootgrow.

One can make a kind of semi liquid Rootgrow
paste- dip the bare roots of your previous cargo
and simply plant with this added Rootgrow fun-
gus boost aid.
Happy planting to one and everyone.
Try it for yourself.
Notice the difference. Is there any?
See for yourself if you dare.
See you as the HUT on Sundays.

Eveline Cragg
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